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Basic writing emerged as an important subfield of composition in the late 1960s—as a 

response to the open admissions movement in higher education. This new pedagogy, developed 

my Mina Shaughnessy and her peers at City University of New York, “expanded rapidly in 

response to the social demands for equal access to higher education following the civil rights 

movement” (Stan and Collins 19). In the “Introduction” to the first published volume of the 

Journal of Basic Writing, Shaughnessy describes the students entering the Basic writing 

classroom as “young men and women who want to be in college, who have the intelligence to do 

college work, but who are not skilled enough when they arrive on campus to survive in a 

rigorously academic environment” (3). These students, seen as “occupying the borderlands of 

academe” (McNenny 11), may never have attended college if not for the emergence of the BW 

course.  

 The commitment by BW scholars and teachers to helping underprepared and 

unrepresented students continues today and is shown in many ways, especially within the 

Journal of Basic Writing (first published in 1975). Still, though, BW continues to struggle to 

define itself, its students, and their needs. According to Otte and Mlynarczyk, basic writing: 

is a field acutely conscious of itself, imbued with a sense of being called into existence to 

accomplish a mission. Its self-awareness has always been shaped by its vulnerability to 

social forces that helped to call it up and have since threatened to shut it down. That 
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vulnerability, in turn, helps to explain why this academic enterprise was never fully 

accepted within the academy. As academic fields go, basic writing has always seemed 

unusually new, exposed, and challenged to justify itself. (Basic Writing, xv) 

 The term basic writing has never been easy to define; in fact, defining the term—and 

determining what a basic writing course actually is—has lead to heated debates among scholars 

and teachers since its inception. In “The Tidy House: Basic Writing in the American 

Curriculum,” David Bartholomae, a well-known and respected BW scholar, describes BW as a 

“once provisional, contested term” and BW programs as “expressions of our desire to produce 

basic writers, to maintain the course, the argument, and the slot in the university community” 

(315). Ira Shor, in “Our Apartheid,” describes BW as “less than freshman comp, below comp” 

and as a “gate below a gate” (qtd. in Otte and Mlynarczyk, Basic Writing, 47). In response to 

such critiques of BW programs, many scholars, such as Sheridan-Rabideau and Brossell believe 

that BW “serves a vital function by providing writing support for at-risk students” (21).  

Justifying itself to those outside the field has always been a struggle partly because of the 

diverse student population it serves. BW students, according to Harrington and Adler-Kassner, 

“have always been difficult to characterize with any clarity, and the very act of categorizing is 

dangerous” (7). Even within the same classroom, they explain, “basic writers differ one from 

another, with some being ‘more basic’ than others” (6-7). Broadly speaking, basic writing 

students are “students who identify as people of color, poor, working class, veterans of the Iraq 

and Afghanistan wars, documented and undocumented immigrants, and people with disabilities” 

(Bernstein). BW courses across the country are a reflection of the diverse student population. For 

example, within the state of California, “basic writing courses range from word or sentence level 

courses to those requiring students to write full-length, documented, argumentative essays” 
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(Fitzgerald 6). The variety of courses labeled “basic writing” across the country create the 

perception that the field of BW is disjointed; this perception along with the “presence of a 

political climate unfriendly to the needs of nontraditional college students” (McNenny 3) has 

caused the “institutional and political world” to pressure “colleges and universities across [the 

country] . . . to eliminate basic writing” (Otte and Mlynarczyk, Basic Writing, 39). Still, BW 

scholars and teachers continue to emphasize the need for basic writing instruction through their 

research and classroom narratives. Those stories coupled with the increasing enrollment numbers 

among veterans and nontraditional students make evident the need for BW (see Otte and 

Mlynarczyk “The Future” for more information).  

 While the need for BW instruction is clear among BW scholars and teachers today, new 

conversations about what should be the content of the course have begun. Having responded 

responsibly to the social, cultural, and political needs of students’ since its inception, BW 

pedagogy has evolved over time, and that evolution continues today. In particular, BW scholars 

and teachers are acutely aware of our digital imperative (Clark)—the need for students to 

develop written and digital literacies—and they are beginning to question how to delve into the 

new writing spaces made available by technology. According to Smith in “Technologies for 

Transcending a Focus on Error: Blogs and Democratic Aspirations in First-Year Composition,” 

the challenge now is for teachers to “create platforms for writing that explore diverse 

possibilities for making meaning in the public sphere” (40). For Klages and Clark, this “new 

digital literacy [means] access to our newest forms of cultural power,” and our BW students must 

“come to understand that writing can be a powerful means of social and cultural transformation” 

(48). Composition scholars have long recognized and verified the value of incorporating writing 

technologies into the first-year composition course, and BW scholars are beginning to catch up. 
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In response to the digital literacy conversation, BW scholars and teachers are asking some 

important questions: Should digital literacy be taught in BW? Can it be taught in BW? Will 

incorporating technology into the BW course strengthen BW’s authority within the university, 

helping others to view this course as necessary and relevant? While this proposal will continue to 

review what scholars say in response to these questions, I hope to begin a conversation that 

responds to another, very important inquiry: Who decides if—and what—is taught? As discussed 

above, scholars, teachers, administrators, and even politicians have decided what gets taught in 

the BW course; yet the debate over curriculum—and the course’s value within the academy—

continues. Missing from these conversations are the voices of those who matter most: the 

students.  

 In the following pages, I present my dissertation proposal. First, I will identify an 

important gap in BW scholarship, describe the research opportunity I recognize, and explain the 

need for my study. Next, I will place my study in context by providing a literature review that 

defines basic writers and their needs, reviews important conversations about digital literacy, and 

examines the potential limitations and advantages of using Web 2.0 in the BW classroom. 

Finally, I will outline and justify the methods I plan to use to answer my research question(s) and 

explain the potential significance of my study.  

The “Why”: The Need for my Study 

I began my teaching career as a basic writing instructor at a community college. I can 

clearly remember that first class meeting. It was an evening class. There were not enough chairs 

and desks for my students. My students had in front of them a textbook that looked nothing like 

the one I had planned the course around. (Yes, someone had given me—the instructor—the 

incorrect textbook.) I was one of the youngest in the class. I was also, for one of the first times in 
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my life, made acutely aware of my race: as a Caucasian, I was an outsider in this classroom filled 

with people of color. As I stood before my students, with only a bachelor’s degree and without 

any pedagogical training, I realized that no one had ever defined basic writing for me or 

explained who a basic writer is and what this student needs. While looking around, I noticed that 

my classroom lacked any form of technology, not even chalk for the blackboard. When I asked 

my students to pack up and walk with me to a computer classroom, I found the lab doors locked. 

I could not find anyone—an administrator or security guard—to let us in. Because my students 

and I met after normal business hours, we were denied access to the computer lab. At that 

moment, I realized how invisible these students were to the institution.  

Unfortunately, my earliest teaching experiences will sound familiar to other BW 

instructors, and these instructors know that students’ invisibility is just one symptom of much 

larger problems. Since my first teaching experience, I have delved deeply into studying basic 

writing’s history and pedagogy; my interests have led me to identify three key problems in the 

BW field that have merged today into one ripe research opportunity I hope to investigate. These 

problems include the following: 

1. First, BW’s status (as a course) is in flux  

2. Second, BW scholarship has favored the teacher/researcher’s voice rather than the 

student’s 

3. Third, BW must determine how to adapt its pedagogy to meet the demands of a digital 

culture 

In the following sections, I will discuss each issue and explain how they all relate. My goal is to 

describe the current scene in BW and demonstrate why my study is needed. Although my study 

cannot completely solve the problems identified here (and explained below), I do believe it will 
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move the BW field one step closer to reaffirming its value and regaining its status as a much-

needed course; perhaps more important, my study will aid BW in serving its students and 

preparing them for success in college and their future professions.  

Problem 1: The Developmental Education Debate 

As described previously, basic writing’s status in the academy has always faced 

uncertainty and, at times, opposition. For many reasons (including political, social, financial and 

others), college administrators and politicians deny the need for developmental education (those 

courses for students who test below cutoff scores in math, reading, and writing). Today, these 

opponents of developmental education suggest that basic math, reading, and writing courses are 

nothing but a gate or “dead end” that prevent students from taking the “real” college courses. 

Rather than enroll students in development courses—courses designed to prepare students for 

college-level work—college administrators and politicians are suggesting that BW students be 

mainstreamed into full-credit courses. In Connecticut, for example, Gov. Malloy signed into law 

a bill that restricts access to remedial education—“but not because students are prepared to do 

college-level work” (Jacobs). Like Gov. Malloy, many administrators and politicians believe that 

students waste time and money by taking developmental courses, and so they suggest 

mainstreaming students into credit-bearing courses “accompanied by services such as mandatory 

tutoring and facilitated computer labs” (Mangan). For many, these arguments exist because 

politicians count success in time and money: first, a college is successful when it graduates more 

students in less time; second, developmental education costs money and mainstreaming will 

supposedly save money.   

Unlike politicians, BW faculty know the risks associated with mainstreaming 

underprepared students. According to an article published by The Chronicle of Higher 
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Education, “[S]keptics, including some faculty members who would have to integrate the extra 

support into their classes, worry that scrapping developmental education could set up students for 

failure in courses they simply aren’t ready for” (Mangan). Hunter R. Boylan, the director of the 

National Center for Developmental Education at Appalachian State University, explains that 

mainstreaming students “had been proved to work only for students who score just below the 

cutoff for remediation” (Mangan). Other skeptics of eliminating BW suggest that mainstreaming 

students can only “guarantee failure for the individual student and disruption of the class for the 

other, adequately prepared students” (Hodgkin qtd. in Mangan). Report findings published by 

Complete College America on their website reveal that “41% of students who start college aren’t 

ready for credit-bearing college level work.” Another startling fact reveals how unprepared many 

students are for college-level work: “Nationally, half of all undergraduates and 70 percent of 

community-college students take at least one remedial course . . . And often that first course is as 

far as they go” (Mangan). These numbers suggest that the solution is not to eliminate 

developmental education altogether; doing so only conceals the number of students who need 

additional attention—it only disguises a situation that continues to grow larger each day. Rather, 

these numbers reveal the need to further improve developmental education, basic writing 

included. Developmental education can and must do a better job of understanding who its 

students are and the needs they bring to the classroom. One place to continue this endeavor is in 

our scholarship, but the way we approach research and represent students in scholarship must 

change.  

Problem 2: Student-Vacant Research 

Basic writing scholars and teachers have worked diligently to bring attention to the BW 

course—to make our students visible to others; yet, according to Harrington, “there is a curious 
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gap in the ways students are represented in basic writing scholarship” (92). No doubt, this 

representation has influenced the social, cultural, and political arguments for and against basic 

writing while concurrently educating BW instructors about their students. As Bizzell claims in 

“Basic Writing and the Issue of Correctness, Or, What to Do with ‘Mixed’ Forms of Academic 

Discourse,” we can categorize the literature on basic writing instruction into three phases. The 

first phase, she explains, focuses on students’ cognitive deficits—shortcomings that prevent 

students from doing well academically (4). The second phase focuses on initiating students “into 

traditional academic discourse in a way that remained respectful of their home languages and 

cognitive abilities” with the focus continuing to be on correctness and producing Standard 

English (4-5). The third phase—a phase Bizzell attempts to inaugurate herself—questions the 

traditional notion of academic discourse (5). Other scholars have highlighted the emphasis in 

BW scholarship on students’ believed cognitive deficits; Sheridan-Rabideau and Brossell label 

these studies “cognitively-based studies” that describe students as error-producers with a “hefty 

case” of anxiety and low self-esteem (78). Another popular area of study includes those articles 

that, from the researcher’s perspective, report on students’ cognitive processes and writing 

processes (Adler-Kassner 70). The ways in which the scholarship has represented students—as 

problems to be remedied—reopened a debate in the 1990s “over whether BW students had any 

business being in college” (Otte and Mlynarczyk, “The Future,” 6). Clearly, though, enrollment 

numbers show that basic writers believe they belong in college, and luckily many teachers and 

scholars serve as their advocates. Yet, a problem continues: scholarship rarely values or features 

students’ voices. Instead, scholarship favors research from instructors’ perspectives: what 

instructors believe basic writers think, do, and experience. This, for many reasons, makes sense: 

instructors have graduate degrees and pedagogical training in BW, and many have taught BW for 
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decades. However, if scholarship began to favor students’ voices more often, BW instructors, 

college administrators, and politicians might learn how to better adapt curricula to more 

effectively address students’ needs and challenges and improve retention in this course. Students 

must be given a chance to tell scholars what they think, do, and experience as basic writers. This 

information, from the students themselves, will give students agency and might facilitate their 

growth as college students (and as writers in our classrooms).  

 Why has basic writing scholarship been what Bishop calls “student vacant” for so long? 

Harrington provides some insight when she classifies scholarship on BW into five main 

categories: teaching techniques, theory, text analysis, student-present, and student-qualities. Her 

discussion of this classification highlights the need for more “student-present” research. BW 

scholarship has largely focused on theory and those studies that talk about students (text analysis 

and student-qualities). According to Harrington, theorizing has been important to the field: it has 

“enabled us to establish professional legitimacy in the wider profession and to take a critical 

perspective on our common undertakings. But in that push toward the theoretical, basic writing 

students have become increasingly absent” (100). Like Harrington, I strongly believe that the 

BW field must make students’ voices much more present in our scholarship. We need more 

student-present research, research defined by Harrington as “articles with a serious attention to 

student voices.” In student-present research, “the students’ notion of what factors are important 

drives the analysis” (95-97). In order to make the BW curriculum work for our students, we must 

make their voices heard in BW scholarship and across campus. If enrollment projections are true, 

colleges and universities will see more—not fewer—basic writers in the years to come. 

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s National Center for Education Statistics, “at 

the beginning of the 1990s, a third of college students took at least one remedial course [and] by 
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the end of that decade, that number was 28 percent, with about three-quarters of all post-

secondary institutions offering such courses” (Otte and Mlynarczyk, “The Future,” 7-8). In 

“Serving Basic Writers: One Community College’s Mission Statements,” Fitzgerald explains, 

“Chabot College, a medium-sized, California community college with over 15,000 students, 

usually finds about 70% of its students have placed into one or more basic writing courses” (6). 

Across the country the situation is similar. Each day more students make the decision to attend 

college, and approximately two million of these students place into developmental education 

courses each year (Gonzalez). With more students enrolling in BW each year, teachers, 

administrators, and scholars have an obligation to help BW students become more successful in 

the course while preparing them for their future professions—professions that demand digital 

literacy and strong writing abilities.   

 Considering the ways in which basic writers have been discussed, it is not too surprising 

that BW scholarship fails to include their voices more often. Basic writers have been labeled as 

“cognitively defective or culturally deprived” and as low achievers (Mutnick 192); as “aliens in 

the college community” who are “incapable of college-level thought” (Bizzell, “What Happens,” 

294, 296); and “openly portrayed . . . as ‘barbarians’ and a threat to the academy’s integrity and 

traditions” (Lu and Horner 45). As Gray-Rosendale states in “Back to the Future: Contextuality 

and the Construction of the Basic Writer’s Identity in JBW, 1999-2005,” “The deficit approach 

[in scholarship] gave basic writing students far too little say in the construction of their own 

identities or the kinds of assertions we made about those constructions” (18). As a result, we 

continue to develop curriculum for a student population that we cannot clearly define and still 

know little about.  
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Two key articles revealed this problem and began the movement toward more student-

present research: Harrington’s “The Representation of Basic Writers in the Basic Writing 

Scholarship, or Who is Quentin Pierce” and Adler-Kassner’s “Just Writing, Basically: Basic 

Writers on Basic Writing.” For Gray-Rosendale, these articles and the movement they began 

“[provide] a return to the idea that students themselves should dictate our theories rather than 

theories dictating how we view our students” (16). When students dictate our theories about 

teaching writing, we are more likely to develop curricula that address students’ needs, and even 

more importantly, helps them to succeed. Additionally, as Harrington suggests, “students’ 

perspectives on literacy and learning are essential to teachers and administrators seeking to 

define and protect programs” (105). This goal—of protecting BW’s place in the college 

community—is a significant concern for most BW teachers and scholars. Finally, student-present 

research will help BW teachers and scholars demonstrate the “energy and sophistication students 

often bring to their learning in spite of the seemingly poor quality of the texts they produce” (Lu 

and Horner 49). In other words, BW scholarship can effectively use students’ own voices to 

improve the ways others (administrators and politicians) view them. As explained, several key 

reasons exist for the need for students’ voices in BW scholarship. Now, BW teachers and 

scholars must determine where to begin incorporating students’ voices in the scholarship. The 

answer: with digital literacy research. As technology continues to evolve and become ever-more 

important in our daily lives as a culture, teachers and scholars question and observe the impacts 

of technology on students’ compositions. As suggested by Clark in a post on the Council of 

Basic Writing Blog, digital literacy has become “a crucial consideration for the basic writing 

community.” 

Problem 3: Redesigning BW Pedagogy to Incorporate Digital Literacies 
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 Beginning in the 1990s, composition scholars established the need to teach digital 

literacy in the first-year composition course. Basic writing scholars, on the other hand, have been 

somewhat slow to acknowledge this need; however, a few respected BW teachers and scholars 

are calling for pedagogical changes in BW pedagogy, changes that incorporate technology. For 

example in “New Worlds of Errors and Expectations: Basic Writers and Digital Assumptions,” 

Klages and Clark claim that “our new digital culture calls for a significant shift in the [basic 

writing] classroom” (35). Although BW scholars in the 1980s jumped at the chance to study how 

the personal computer might change the writing practices of basic writers, little has been 

published since then concerning basic writers and digital literacy. According to Stan and Collins, 

“The emergence of Basic Writing as an area within postsecondary developmental education is 

more or less coincidental with the rise of ‘computers and writing’ as a branch of Composition 

Studies” (19). Basic writing rarely incorporated knowledge from the computers and composition 

subfield, due largely to the focus on the cognitive deficit approach in scholarship during the late 

1970s and 1980s. The common thought, it seems, was that if students could barely write 

sentences and paragraphs using Standard English, how could they possibly use technology? This 

mostly untested assumption—that BW students are not literate enough to use technology while 

learning to write—has caused the BW classroom to stand still in time. According to Klages and 

Clark, “our classrooms remain largely the same as they were twenty or thirty years ago. We have 

not radically changed our practices or our academic expectations of students” (34). Of course, a 

BW classroom/pedagogy that has not evolved along with our digital culture prevents students 

from acquiring needed digital literacy skills. In fact, as Klages and Clark observe, “many basic 

writers come to us today with the fluency of digital natives” but still need “to deepen their 

understanding of the role writing can play in developing digital texts” (33). More specifically, 
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“there are culturally and academically valued forms of this new writing, which many basic 

writers have yet to master” (36). Additionally, our students will eventually enter technical fields 

and careers that require them to compose digitally in multimodal ways—not just through text. 

Students must learn to make rhetorical choices when composing digitally, no matter what format 

that composition takes. Fortunately, teachers and scholars are now recognizing our students’ 

needs for digital literacy, and this need creates an opportunity for bringing students’ voices into 

the conversation about how to teach digital literacy in BW and how to help students achieve 

course learning outcomes. 

 I certainly do not mean to imply that basic writing classrooms are technology-absent 

spaces. In “How We Have Failed the Basic Writing Enterprise,”	  Troyka speaks generally about 

basic writing scholarship but suggests that “lore is plentiful” in the BW field and that 

“practitioners of teaching BW have many fine stories stored up [that] tell of quiet successes, ones 

those teachers know are proof” (120). Why, then, has the field not published more about BW 

students and technology use? A few key reasons exist. First, BW instructors are overworked, 

sometimes (or usually) teaching between 21 and 25 credits a semester in addition to office hours 

and committee work. Finding time to research and publish are not options for these instructors. 

Additionally, most of the nation’s BW courses are offered at community colleges where job 

emphasis is placed on teaching—not research. In other words, community college instructors are 

not generally required to publish scholarship and are not rewarded or evaluated for doing so. As 

Stan and Collins explain, “much good work featuring uses of computers and related technology 

in the developmental writing classroom is realized locally but is not disseminated widely” (22).  

Second, many instructors are graduate students or adjuncts who are not given the resources to 

conduct research, to use technology in their courses, or to share scholarship at conferences. 
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Third, a fear of using technology with basic writers does persist. For instance, because many 

administrators consider BW students to be “remedial,” the perception is that these students do 

not need technology (Grabill 100). And other assumptions pervade the technology debate: Stine, 

in “Teaching Basic Writing in a Web-Enhanced Environment,” explains that “Internet-based 

learning is not a natural fit for basic writing students” (33), and according to Kish, “difficulties 

with technology will overshadow the purpose of the course” (154). For others, the concern is that 

attempts to empower students with technology will actually lead to “marginalization and 

alienation” (Pavia 15). For Grabill, though, bringing technology into the BW classroom was one 

way to “change the status and position of basic writing” within the university (91). Prior to 

revamping the BW curriculum at his own institution to include more technology, Grabill’s BW 

course was considered “‘remedial’ and didn’t ‘count.’ By extension, so were the students and the 

work they produced” (97). After the curriculum changes, the university community began to 

think of BW as “a sophisticated, challenging course that grants its students exceptional access to 

the writing and writing technologies necessary to be successful in the university” (102). The 

need to carve out BW’s position within the university and to grant students access to digital 

literacy still exists; this need is increasingly important as our culture continues to demand digital 

literacies of its college graduates.  

 In “Technologies for Transcending a Focus on Error: Blogs and Democratic Aspirations 

in First-Year Composition,” Smith writes, “Evolutions in writing demand evolutions in 

pedagogy” (57). To successfully revamp and implement a new BW curriculum—one that values 

digital literacy—the BW field needs more scholarship about this important issue. While some 

scholarship on BW and technology exists, this research remains mostly student-vacant, focusing 

much more on the instructor perspective rather than the student perspective. We must turn to our 
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students to determine how our pedagogy should change in a rapidly developing digital culture. 

As Pavia suggests, basic writing instructors “need to avoid making assumptions about [their] 

students’ computer knowledge and about the effects of computers in [their] classrooms and 

instead make active inquiries” (20). For Stine, the BW field needs “more descriptive case studies 

and more comparative research specifically focused on how developmental writers of all ages 

fare in a variety of online learning situations” (51). Similarly, for Smith, BW scholars and 

teachers must investigate the effects of Web 2.0 on students’ “thinking, style, and approaches to 

college writing” (55). Within these inquires are spaces for student voices—voices we need to 

hear and value in order to develop a curriculum that works. Surely many scholars and teachers 

have never considered the need to develop a BW course with students; Harrington, however, 

recognizes the need and explains the dire consequences of ignoring student voices:  

There is little evidence that students’ perceptions of themselves drive how textbooks are 

written, or how writing programs are constructed. Instead, there is a preponderance of 

evidence that suggests we paternally or maternally assume we know what’s good for 

students—often because we have carefully looked the situation over, using our broad 

experiences to guide our analysis—and then figured out how to deliver the curriculum . . . 

If our program assessment and our curricula are not designed to permit students’ voices 

to interact with our materials, we promote a stultifying position for student writers in our 

classes. This is not to say that students’ voices are always right, but student voices 

deserve more of a place in our discourse. (102) 

As mentioned, the numbers suggest that nationally students in developmental education do 

poorly and are likely to graduate at a much slower rate than their more prepared counterparts. 

Rather than move quickly to eliminate developmental education—a quick solution that is not 
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really a solution at all—BW teachers, scholars, and administrators can begin to work with 

students to develop curriculum that makes students more successful in credit-bearing courses and 

their future professions. Specifically, BW teachers and scholars can work alongside students to 

develop a technology-rich pedagogy that addresses today’s students’ needs and aids students in 

achieving course learning outcomes. My study will serve as a first step toward this movement.  

Research Questions 

In qualitative research studies, a central research question is broad and “asks for an 

exploration of the central phenomenon or concept in a study” (Creswell, Research Design, 129). 

According to Creswell in Research Design: Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed Methods 

Approaches, the central question is followed by a set of subquestions that “narrow the focus of 

the study but leave open the questioning” (130). Additionally, “In qualitative research, the intent 

is to explore the complex set of factors surrounding the central phenomenon and present the 

varied perspectives or meanings that participants hold” (129). With this in mind, I present my 

central research question followed by three specific subquestions: 

Central Question: How can students’ experiences using digital writing technologies inform and 

shape the BW curriculum?  

• Subquestion 1: How do BW students perceive the use of digital writing technologies in 

the BW classroom?  

• Subquestion 2: What value do BW students place on digital literacy?  

• Subquestion 3: In what ways, if any, do basic writing students believe Web 2.0 use 

assisted in their achievement of course learning outcomes, specifically in developing a 

digital literacy?  
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The BW field will need research from many studies to adequately answer my central question. 

Therefore, my study takes on the task of exploring and answering the listed subquestions. My 

central research question will contribute to an important conversation happening in the BW 

field—a conversation focused on determining if and how to teach digital literacy in BW. 

Because I ask this question, I assume that digital literacy is valuable for all students—basic 

writers included; I also believe that digital literacy should be a goal of the BW course. My sub-

questions will help me better understand how students feel about digital writing technologies and 

their experiences using these tools in their personal and academic lives. Ultimately, I hope that 

answers to these questions will provide valuable data for the BW field and help teachers and 

scholars address the debate about whether digital literacy belongs in BW and how best to teach 

digital literacy.  

 Before preceding any further, I must define key terms used in this proposal: digital 

literacy and learning outcomes. I understand digital literacy in much the same way Cargile Cook 

understands and defines technological literacy in “Layered Literacies: A Theoretical Frame for 

Technical Communication Pedagogy” and Selber understands multiliteracies in Multiliteracies 

for a Digital Age. In other words, digital literacy moves far beyond a student’s ability to use 

computer applications; rather, digital literacy encompasses all of the following: the ability to use 

technology (functional skills), an awareness of the social use and implications of digital 

technologies (critical skills), and an understanding of the ways to use these tools for 

communication (rhetorical skills). By learning outcomes, I mean the expectations for what 

students should know or be able to do at the completion of a course. Learning outcomes, 

typically provided for students in a course syllabus, describe what knowledge, skill, or attitude a 

student must be able to demonstrate before passing the course.   
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For now, I present my literature review. The following section will provide a review of 

the most relevant literature concerning BW writing students and their needs, the need for digital 

literacy instruction, and how digital writing technology can effectively address BW students’ 

specific needs. This literature review will provide context for my research questions and help 

justify the methods I intend to use. 

Literature Review 

Due to the focus of my study (basic writing and digital literacy), the scholarship I review 

in this section comes largely from the Journal of Basic Writing and Computers and Composition. 

The Journal of Basic Writing, first published in 1975, publishes the most up-to-date information 

and current conversations about BW. This journal “has functioned a bit like a long-distance 

teachers’ lounge, providing a space for the thoughtful consideration of what works in what 

contexts, and what doesn’t, and why” (Harrington 99). Because the field of basic writing is just 

now seriously considering the need to teach digital literacy in BW courses, I draw from 

Computers and Composition (and partially from the technical communication field) when 

reviewing scholarship related to digital literacy. Ultimately, I hope to tie together conversations 

from various subfields in order to demonstrate how digital writing technologies may connect to 

the goals of BW and benefit BW students.  

The Basic Writing Course 

Basic writing pedagogy has experienced many changes since the open admissions 

movement of the late 1960s. In the beginning, BW students were identified as error-producers on 

college entrance exams; therefore, BW pedagogy emphasized grammatical correctness and the 

elimination of error, largely through skill-and-drill exercises. David Bartholomae is often 

credited with shifting the emphasis of instruction “from grammatical to rhetorical concerns—
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from surface error to semantic and critical content—transforming the traditional skills-drills 

course into a theoretically driven seminar with challenging reading and writing assignments” 

(Mutnick 184). Even with a widely accepted shift to the rhetorical, the content of BW courses 

vary across the country, making the course difficult to describe and define. As Troyka explains 

in “Defining Basic Writing in Context,” “Witness many college catalogs which show a Basic 

Writing sequence that starts with a semester for the study of the word and the sentence, followed 

by a semester on the paragraph, which precedes another semester to study essay and report 

writing” (143). Sheridan-Rabideau and Brossell define BW broadly as “the practical 

improvement of student writing” (25). For others, such as Bartholomae, the “goal of basic 

writing . . . is to enable students to locate ways of perceiving and describing themselves as 

writers” (“Teaching Basic Writing” 160). Far from just skills and drills, Bartholomae believes 

that BW pedagogy should “enable students to imagine the kind of relation between themselves 

and their world that allows them to turn their experience into ‘subject matter’ and to define a 

relationship with that subject that makes creative thinking possible” (“Teaching Basic Writing” 

164).  

In Inventing the University, an article that nearly every teaching assistant reads (or at 

least, should read) before teaching her first college composition course, Bartholomae writes, 

“For some students, students we call ‘basic writers,’ these courses will be in a sense the most 

basic introduction to the language and methods of academic writing” (9). For Bizzell, “teachers 

need both to introduce the academic discourse community and to introduce the very notion of 

discourse community; writing classes should help students explore the social and communal 

nature of the language communities they come from” (Harrington and Adler-Kassner 14). In A 

Sourcebook for Basic Writing Teachers, Lunsford attempts to describe in general terms some 
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best practices for BW; according to Lunsford, BW pedagogy integrates “speaking, reading, 

listening, and writing” (254). It also incorporates collaborative learning and interaction among 

students and instructor; treats error within the context of the student’s own work; “encourages 

risk taking” by challenging students to “reach beyond themselves”; and “allows students to 

become authors, to gain authority over their own writing” (255-256). Scholars, such as Bizzell 

and Smith, are recognizing a cultural shift toward the digital and adding to the “best practices” of 

BW. For Bizzell, the traditional definition of BW “assumes that there is a single entity called 

‘academic discourse.’” She continues, “If this were ever true, it is no longer. Published 

scholarship in many fields may now take the form of discourses in which the traditional 

academic mixes with non-academic discourses” (“Basic Writing,” 4). For Smith, BW pedagogy 

must “move toward a democratic ideal for learning to write that helps students appreciate how 

different spaces for authorship function in multiple forums both in and beyond the classroom” 

(53). Now, its seems, is the time for BW students to explore new writing opportunities in spaces 

made available through digital writing technologies. Reviewing the scholarship published within 

the computers and composition subfield about digital literacy can help us see how incorporating 

more technology into the BW course is not such a far-fetched idea; in fact, technology use may 

address BW students’ needs and help them achieve course learning outcomes.  

What Composition Scholars say about Digital Literacy 

In Literate Lives in the Information Age: Narratives of Literacy From the United States, 

Cynthia L. Selfe and Gail E. Hawisher write that “the ability to read, compose, and communicate 

in computer environments—called variously technological, digital, or electronic literacy—has 

acquired immense importance not only as a basic job skill, but also, every bit as significant, as an 

essential component of literate activity” (1-2). “Today,” they continue, “the ability to write 
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well—and to write well with computers and within digital environments—plays an enormous 

role in determining whether students can participate and succeed in the life of school, work, and 

community” (2). Teaching students to read, write and communicate are long-established goals of 

the writing classroom; however, using technology to teach these lessons is fairly new. For as 

long as writing technologies have existed, instructors have resisted and questioned their 

pedagogical uses. Many issues relating to technology integration in the writing classroom 

concern composition scholars and instructors, including issues of access, gender, race, and class 

(Blythe; Moran); students’ range of technological skills (DeVoss, Eidman-Aadahl, and Hicks; 

Selber); the meaning of digital or technological literacy (Cargile Cook; Selber; C. Selfe, 

Technology and Literacy); how to train and prepare teachers to use technology in meaningful 

ways through scaffolding (Albert and Kussmaul; Leuf and Cunningham; D. Selfe); and how to 

assess digital writing (Yancey, “Looking for Sources”). These concerns remain relevant, 

especially because “until there is universal access to technology—not a likely scenario—we will 

always be teaching students for whom writing [with technology] is a new or strange experience” 

(Moran, “Technology”, 207). These concerns are especially important in BW because many 

students come from economically depressed areas and from cultures that place less value on 

using technology to communicate. Additionally, the changing web has brought forth new 

concerns about integrating technologies into the writing classroom. The web has evolved from a 

Web 1.0 to a Web 2.0 space, that is, a place of “static texts” where users go to retrieve 

information to a shared space where writers “collaborate, share information, and interact with 

other users” (NCTE 17). These new spaces and means of communicating change the contexts for 

writing and, as Clark claims, create a “digital imperative,” one that moves teachers “toward a 

carefully employed pedagogy aimed at furthering students’ digital literacy” (28).  
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 Since the 1980s, computers have shaped writing pedagogy, shifting attention from 

“writing as a product to writing as a process and, more recently, to the social contexts of writing” 

(Costanzo 14). In the late 1990s, composition scholars began to study even more closely the 

social contexts of writing with the emergence of Web 2.0 technologies. However, while the 

larger field of composition has moved forward to explore the effects of technology on writing, 

BW remains mostly immobile in this area of scholarship. Studies on technology use in BW can 

be summarized quickly. Grabill reports on his experience revising the BW curriculum at his 

institution; incorporating technology into the BW classroom strengthened the course’s value 

within the university and also added to the content of the course by making “writing technologies 

themselves objects of critique” (98). Stan and Collins conducted a nationwide survey about 

technology use in the BW classroom. Less than ten percent of respondents reported using 

Internet-related technology for pedagogical reasons; rather, most respondents reported using 

computers to help students compose text, fix error with spell checkers, and revise papers. Given 

the time period, these ways of using computer technology are not surprising. However, despite 

the integration of the personal computer and connectivity into many college classrooms during 

that time, the authors conclude that they were “confronted by the simple fact that the dominant 

form of new, privileging technologies . . . is not aggressively integrated at sites where Basic 

Writing instruction takes place” (21). Other scholars examined the effects of computer 

technology on basic writers’ attitudes, suggesting that computers both cause anxiety and improve 

students’ attitudes toward writing (Gerrard; Batschelet and Woodson; Gay; Stan & Collins). 

Collins found that word processing improved the writing performance of students with learning 

disabilities. In “Breaking the Block: Basic Writers in the Electronic Classroom,” Kish found that 

the use of hypertext helped basic writers overcome writer’s block. Pavia worked closely with 
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two basic writing students to better understand the ways in which they interact with technology; 

based on her observations, Pavia suggests that computer use in the BW classroom may make a 

complex process even more complex but that with technology, the BW classroom “becomes a 

place to give all students the opportunity to write with technology, an opportunity students like 

[basic writers] do not readily have” (16, 15). Nicholson, Caverly, and Battle used blogs in a 

developmental reading course and found that students perceived this writing technology 

positively. In their own BW course, Klages and Clark used ePortfolios to increase students’ 

digital literacy skills; the ePortfolio helped the instructors “address issues of audience and voice” 

and encouraged students to feel an “investment in their own writing and literacy” (41). Finally, 

Stine discusses her experience teaching an online BW course; she concludes that because anxiety 

levels “run high” in BW courses, especially with adult learners, instructors must help students 

“[gain] control over the technology through repetitive activities” (41). The studies summarized 

here reveal important information about BW studies and technology, but this scholarship is 

mostly outdated and less useful in our rapidly developing digital age. Now BW’s task is to 

determine how best to incorporate digital literacy instruction into the BW course, and this field 

can learn a great deal from the existing computers and composition scholarship. 

For some time now, the computers and composition subfield has examined the use of 

digital writing technologies in the writing classroom, such as Web 2.0 tools. Web 2.0 resources, 

coupled with an increasing interest in the social nature of writing, led computers and 

composition scholars to examine the affordances of Web 2.0 technologies and how these tools 

could contribute to student-centered learning in the writing classroom (Clayton 5). In the last five 

years, Web 2.0 technologies have become intricately woven into our lives, leading DeVoss, 

Eidman-Aadahl, and Hicks to argue that, with the arrival of Web 2.0 technologies, “we no longer 
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see technology integration as a challenge ahead, but a challenge that we face daily in our 

classrooms, our hallways, our school districts, and our world” (2). A defining element of Web 

2.0, writes Sorapure, is participation: “the web is now the participatory web, the social web, the 

read-write web” (60). In its statement “Reading and Writing Differently,” NCTE adds, “The 

interactive approach to texts fostered by Web 2.0 is producing a read-write culture different from 

a read-only culture” (17). BW students, like our first-year composition students, must be able to 

participate in this culture during college and after, and their experiences acquiring digital literacy 

must begin in the BW classroom.  

Potential Limitations and Advantages of Using Web 2.0 with Basic Writers 

When discussing Web 2.0 technologies specifically, scholars express several key 

concerns about using these tool in the writing classroom: whether or not students can learn 

academic writing when composing in online environments (WIDE); the now ubiquitous, and 

therefore transparent, nature of these tools (Breuch; Clark; Haas); technology’s perceived ability 

to isolate writers from “real” communities (Vie, “Blogs,” 74); and how emerging technologies 

“frequently clash with some of our basic beliefs about the nature of classroom instruction” 

(Anson 48). The conversation continues: While DeVoss et al. admit that students today “have an 

unprecedented level of access to a wider range of content and connectivity that ever before,” the 

authors conclude that “access does not ensure that reflection and learning take place” (2). While 

our students are “often more technologically adept than their instructors” (Vie, “Digital Divide,” 

10), they are not necessarily technologically literate (C. Selfe “Technology and Literacy”). In 

other words, students must acquire “an awareness of how these technologies promote social 

interactions and collaboration” (Cargile Cook 13), and educators must recognize that 

technology—on its own—does not necessarily empower learning. 
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Computer-mediated spaces, much like the space of the classroom, “can be vexed by 

considerable limits” (Smith 47). Technology, specifically Web 2.0 tools, “does not necessarily 

improve student writing” (Beach et al. vii). For instance, students often resist the use of Web 2.0 

tools for academic purposes, knowing only of these tools as means to socialize with friends. 

Prior to the composition classroom, students have likely never had to critically analyze these 

tools or understand how the technology shapes a community’s discourse. While students often 

possess the functional literacy to use the tools, they have yet to develop the critical and rhetorical 

literacies needed to make meaningful and appropriate decisions about how to use the tools 

(Selber). The transparent nature of technology “encourages a belief that writers can use computer 

technology without being shaped by it, and therefore discourages any examination of how 

technology shapes discourse” (Haas 22). Instructors also resist using Web 2.0 tools for several 

reasons: collaboration “is sometimes perceived as plagiarism” (Howard 55); instructors 

recognize that when publishing online, there exists “the threat of receiving untempered criticism, 

rejection, and alienation” (Mauriello and Pagnucci 83); and some students may censor 

themselves online while others publish deeply personal information. These issues—and others—

become even more important to consider when thinking about how to integrate technology into a 

BW course. As Stine explains in “Teaching Basic Writing in a Web-Enhanced Environment,” 

teaching writing in digital spaces is a “challenge for any writing teacher.” She continues: 

it is an even greater one for developmental writing teachers charged specifically with 

helping their students gain control over the written word, raising the question of how best 

to use the freedom that the Internet offers to improve student writing without neglecting 

the skills traditionally privileged in the academy, all the while working within constraints 

of the limited access and technology skills common to basic writers. (39-40) 
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Additionally, BW students are often afraid of sharing their writing, feel anxiety about writing 

and using technology, and often feel that their voices are unimportant in the academic 

community. Fortunately, with careful consideration and implementation, instructors can 

overcome these limitations and explore the pedagogical possibilities for using more digital 

writing technology in the BW classroom.  

 Composition scholars recognize several key advantages for using Web 2.0 to teach 

writing. For instance, these tools may encourage adoption of a cooperative, collaborative 

pedagogy, one in which teachers “engage students in less formally structured, less hierarchical, 

modes of teaching in the classroom” (George 46). Additionally, Web 2.0 tools have participatory 

affordances (Carter and Arroyo; DeVoss et al.). A participatory pedagogy creates classrooms “on 

which innovation, accelerated by crowds, propels discovery and invention” (Carter and Arroyo 

9). These online spaces encourage students to “be seen and heard” (Arola 5) by “real and 

responsive audiences” (Sorapure 60). Web 2.0, such as wikis and blogs, offers “an excess of 

options for exploring new ways to encourage students to engage in authentic authorial control of 

their own writing” and to accept responsibility for what they write (Clark 28-34). Perhaps most 

important, wikis and blogs can aid teachers in communicating that writing is a process. “More 

than just a skill,” claim DeVoss et al., digital writing “is a means of interfacing with ideas and 

with the world, and [is] a mode of thinking and expressing” (16). Additionally, digital spaces 

connect writers and readers (McKee and DeVoss 9). As Handa suggests in “Teaching with the 

World Wide Web: Transforming Theory, Pedagogy, and Practice,” “Writing for the web gives 

students a clear and immediate sense of audience” (173). These tools may teach students that, if 

they wish to attract an audience and share a message, they must “adapt their discourse to meet 

the needs and expectations of an addressed audience” (Ede and Lunsford 166). As composition 
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scholarship suggests, many reasons exist for integrating Web 2.0 tools into the writing 

classroom, and these writing tools can aid BW students in achieving the BW learning objectives.  

When considering BW’s generally understood goals, such as developing an identity as a 

writer and using creative thinking (Bartholomae, “Teaching”); introducing students to language 

discourses (Harrington and Adler-Kassner); and emphasizing critical thinking, gaining authority 

over writing, and collaborative learning (Lunsford), blogs seem especially well-suited for 

classroom use. Despite the variety of BW courses taught across the nation, BW scholars 

generally agree that students need the following: to understand who they are as writers and 

where they fit within the academic community; to recognize the role of writing in their personal, 

academic, and professional lives; to understand the concept of audience awareness (Bartholomae 

“Inventing”); to become comfortable writing and sharing writing with others; and to develop a 

writing process while confronting the myth that “good” writers are born, not made. BW students 

often view themselves as “non-writers” (Klages and Clark 39) and enter the course with high 

levels of writing anxiety, writing apprehension, and low self-esteem (Greenberg; Minot and 

Gamble; Stan and Collins; Eves-Bowden; Klages and Clark). “Inexperience,” according to 

Sheridan-Rabideau and Brossell, “is the common factor among basic writing students” (22). And 

these students have an overwhelming fear of error—of making mistakes that define them as basic 

writers (Kish 143). Therefore, according to Stine, “Few basic writers tend naturally to define and 

express themselves through writing” (46). Why, then, might blogs be appropriate writing tools 

for the BW classroom? 

Blogs, for many reasons, can help BW instructors teach the course’s important lessons. 

The genre conventions and technological affordances of blogs have their own specific ways of 

teaching students about writing, how writing works, and what it means to be a writer. For 
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instance, blogs have a cultural kairos (Lindgren; Miller and Shepard). By this, scholars mean that 

blogging is about the “ongoing construction of self in response to changing social and cultural 

conditions” (Lindgren). In other words, blogging helps students “develop new habits of thought 

about writing and its role in their lives” (Clark 34). Also, blogs present students with the 

potential to reach large audiences and ask students to consider how context shapes the ways in 

which they communicate with those audiences. These tools “reinforce the rhetorical concept that 

successful writing depends on meeting the needs of multifarious, shifting audiences” (Vie, 

“Blogs,” 74). Blogs use time stamps when a post is published, creating an “expectation of 

updates” (Miller and Shepard 1460). The time stamp may encourage students to write more and 

more often and to consider what content will capture an audience’s attention and persuade 

readers to return to the blog. Finally, blogs can “extend the learning community to a valuable 

public outside the classroom” (Zhang 267). This stronger sense of audience “can help students 

craft messages with sharper focus and purpose than traditional paper-based assignments” (Beach 

et al. 52). Traditional academic discourse, for Bizzell, can no longer prepare students for success; 

rather, she argues that students need more time “experimenting with discourse forms that mix the 

academic and non-academic” (“Basic Writing” 5). Blogs are an ideal place to mix these 

discourses, and as Stine argues, to help students “tap into this new writing public” while 

allowing teachers to develop pedagogies that connect “what students know with the distinctive 

ways of knowing that we value in the academy” (54).  

As Breuch states, “pedagogy must drive technology” (491). Technology will continue to 

change at unprecedented rates, and so instructors must continue to investigate the ideological 

underpinnings of the ever-prevalent technology-literacy link, how these technologies mesh with 

our notions of writing, and how, as Yancey suggests, Web 2.0 technologies can be used to 
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enhance the work we already do (“The Pleasures” 106). As technology becomes more integrated 

into the fabric of our lives, we cannot leave it unexamined (Haas). Our focus, as writing 

instructors, should always be on what we want students to learn and how technology can foster 

that learning. As Purdy suggests in “The Changing Space of Research: Web 2.0 and the 

Integration of Research and Writing Environments,” “including Web 2.0 technologies in 

composition courses as objects of analysis and as writing and researching resources offers a 

means to bridge the gap between students’ online proficiencies and academic writing tasks” (48). 

Doing so allows blogs to function as “third spaces” that link the private writing students already 

do with the academic and professional writing they must learn to do (Beach et al. 118). For these 

reasons, Web 2.0 technologies can serve as effective tools for engaging students in the writing 

process. While these tools have significant implications for student writing, they also have 

implications for how we teach writing: Web 2.0 tools “push us beyond overly simple notions of 

composition, error, and correctness to more sophisticated, current ideas about how writers think, 

interact, make meaning, and enter into the important discourses of the day” (Smith 57). Pushing 

beyond a focus on error toward a focus on digital literacy should and can be one important goal 

of the BW course.   

Research Design 

A researcher’s worldview determines the research question she asks and the kind of study 

she designs, and so is the case here. My worldview is a mixture of both the social constructivist 

worldview and the advocacy/participatory worldview. In Research Design: Qualitative, 

Quantitative, and Mixed Methods Approaches Creswell explains that the goal of social 

constructivist research is to “rely as much as possible on the participants’ views of the situation 

being studied” (8). “The researcher’s intent,” explains Creswell, “is to make sense of (or 
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interpret) the meanings others have about the world” (8). An advocacy/participatory worldview 

uses research to advocate for marginalized groups of people—people who are participants in the 

research study (9). For instance, this kind of research “provides a voice for these participants, 

raising their consciousness or advancing an agenda for change to improve their lives. It becomes 

a united voice for reform and change” (9). Social constructivist and advocacy/participatory 

research generally adhere to qualitative designs with any number of approaches.  

This study is qualitative and will employ case study and grounded theory to answer the 

research question(s). A case study will allow me to work closely with participants to gain an in-

depth understanding of their experiences using digital writing technology in a BW course. 

Grounded theory “is a strategy of inquiry in which the researcher derives a general, abstract 

theory of a process, action, or interaction grounded in the views of participants” (Creswell, 

Research Design, 13) and will be useful when making recommendations about if and how to 

teach digital literacy in the basic writing classroom. These qualitative strategies will allow me to 

work closely and collaboratively with participants, and they also address a need in the basic 

writing field. For Harrington, the political climate surrounding basic writing’s status calls for 

“the anecdotal, deep knowledge from individual classrooms and case studies” that will bring 

students into our research (105). While the nature of this study will not allow me to make large-

scale generalizations, the results may by applicable to other similar student populations or used 

to initiate further studies. As Eves-Bowden suggests, case studies are “illuminating because they 

reveal the way classroom events impact students and shape their experiences” (81). Case studies, 

for Greenberg, are similar to naturalistic research; naturalistic studies “seem more appropriate to 

the complexity of the phenomena that concern us as teachers of basic writing students” (201). 

Naturalistic research, for Greenberg, “enables us to gather rich descriptions of the interactions of 
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writers, readers, texts, and contexts [and] is the most appropriate method for gathering the data 

necessary for developing theories and hypotheses” (201). I have chosen to employ qualitative 

methods so that student voices can be brought into the basic writing curriculum conversation. 

However, my main goal is to conduct and present good research, research “with the potential to 

broaden our perspectives and to dispel our myths—and ultimately improve the quality of our 

teaching” (Greenberg 190).  

Participants and Setting 

I will conduct my research in the community college setting. Community colleges offer 

most of the nation’s basic writing courses; therefore, I have the best chances of finding willing 

instructor and student participants at a community college. I hope to work with two BW classes, 

one traditional course that does not make use of Web 2.0 tools and one course that does. 

Specifically, I plan to conduct my research at a large, east coast community college. The college 

enrolls over 40,000 students each year, and many of these students begin with developmental 

courses. Basic writings courses are capped at thirty-one students and are taught by both full-time 

and part-time instructors. Ideally, I plan to work with one full-time instructor who will teach both 

the traditional and Web 2.0 enhanced course. Asking one instructor to teach both courses will 

keep as many variables as possible the same concerning course progress and content. I will work 

with these participants for one semester (16 weeks).  

To recruit willing instructors, I will contact the language and arts deans at the community 

college and ask them to forward my call to their BW instructors. Because I was once a member 

of this community, I hope that my former colleagues will be willing to participate because we 

have established trust with each other. Of course, I recognize that my membership in this 

teaching community will influence the way I interact with participants and interpret the data I 
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collect, but I believe that my membership will also provide many benefits; for instance, I am 

already familiar with the basic writing curriculum and the college’s expectations for this course. 

Once I have an instructor to participate in my study, I will work closely with her/him to 

determine how best to incorporate digital literacy activities into the existing course plan or ask 

her/him to describe to me the ways she/he plans to use digital writing technologies with students. 

Once the semester begins, I will visit the instructor’s students and seek willing participants. I 

hope to speak with students during the first week of class about my study and send them 

information, such as a description of the study, to review at home before deciding whether or not 

to participate. Then I will visit the classrooms again, ask the instructor to leave the room, and 

have students sign forms that either allow me to work with them or not. I do not intend to reveal 

to the instructor which students choose to participate and which do not. By allowing students to 

remain somewhat anonymous, I hope that they will speak openly and honestly with me about 

their classroom experiences.   

Data Collection 

The data I intend to collect will answer the research question and sub-questions listed 

earlier. The data includes the following: pre- and post-surveys, focus groups, follow-up 

interviews, students’ written reflections on achievement of course learning outcomes, and 

observations. I feel it is important to collect multiple sources of data, so as to allow themes to 

emerge when analyzing the data. Additionally, the sources of data will prioritize student voices 

and student experiences.   

 Pre- and –Post Surveys: I will distribute one electronic survey at the beginning of the 

semester to students in both the traditional BW course and the Web enhanced BW course. This 

pre-survey will ask students about their experiences using technology. Specifically, this survey 
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will request information about students’ attitudes towards digital writing technologies, their 

reasons for using/not using such technologies, and their comfort levels communicating with 

these technologies. At the end of the semester, I will distribute a post-survey to the Web 

enhanced BW course only. This survey will ask students to answer the same questions as the pre-

survey. Both surveys will include closed-ended and open-ended questions, will ideally be 

completed during a regular class period, and will take no longer than 30 minutes to complete. 

The surveys will help me better understand how BW students perceive the use of digital writing 

technologies for personal and academic purposes (sub-question 1). 

 Focus Groups and Interviews: I plan to conduct two semistructured focus groups during 

the course of the semester with students in the Web enhanced course. These focus groups will 

last approximately 1 hour each, and I hope to have between 6 and 8 students participate in each 

session. During these sessions, I will ask students about their opinions and experiences using 

Web 2.0 in the BW classroom. The focus groups will, I hope, allow students to speak freely 

about their interests in or struggles with the technology used. Based on what I learn in the focus 

groups, I will request follow-up interviews from the participating students. In these unstructured 

interviews, I will follow-up on comments students made in the focus groups while also seeking 

more specific information about the students’ experiences using digital writing technologies for 

academic purposes. Additionally, I hope to speak more in depth about students’ understanding of 

digital literacy and whether or not they see value in this kind of literacy (sub-question 2). 

Depending on the students’ availabilities, I may conduct the interviews in person or by phone. 

Whenever possible, I will audiotape the focus group and interview sessions and later transcribe 

them so that I may prioritize students’ words in my analysis.   
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 Student Learning Reflections: I plan to collect learning reflections from students in both 

the traditional BW course and the Web enhanced BW course. The learning reflection prompt—

designed by me and approved by the participating instructor—will ask students to reflect on their 

BW experiences. Specifically, the prompt will ask students to describe in detail and with 

evidence how they feel they achieved (or did not achieve) the course learning objects. I hope that 

students will mention which assignments they found most useful (or least useful) in helping them 

achieve the learning outcomes. Finally, this assignment will ask students to anticipate which 

lessons and skills they will use in future courses and/or their personal lives. Collecting this data 

is important because it will allow me to capture the students’ own language and ideas.  

 Observations: While I value methods of data collection that prioritize the student voice, I 

do plan to conduct unstructured observations of the web enhanced BW course at the beginning, 

middle, and end of the semester for a total of 3 weeks. Ideally, I will observe the students and 

instructor while students work in a computer lab and use Web 2.0 as part of their normal 

classroom activities. These observations will allow me to spend time in the natural classroom 

setting, record field notes about students’ behaviors and interactions with technology, and reflect 

on what I have observed.  

Data Analysis 

According to Creswell, “Qualitative research is a form of interpretive inquiry in which 

researchers make an interpretation of what they see, hear, and understand” (Research Design 

176). My main goal is to accurately portray the students’ experiences using technology in the 

BW course; however, as the researcher, it is my responsibility to recognize themes that emerge 

from the data and to make sense of them. I plan to use coding and thematic textual analysis as 

described by Creswell combined with the systematic steps of grounded theory (Corbin and 
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Strauss). Because little is known about the use of Web 2.0, and more specifically blogs, in BW 

courses, I will use constructivist grounded theory to analyze the data I collect. Grounded theory 

is appropriate when little is known about a phenomenon and because “it allows concepts and 

themes to emerge from the data without an a priori framework” (Foss and Waters 52). More 

specifically, constructivist grounded theory includes “emphasizing diverse local worlds, multiple 

realities, and the complexities of particular worlds, views, and actions” and places more 

emphasis “on the views, values, beliefs, feelings, assumptions, and ideologies of individuals than 

on the methods of research” (Creswell, Qualitative Inquiry, 65). By distributing surveys, 

conducting focus groups and interviews, and collecting students’ reflections, I will allow themes 

to emerge from students’ own words about the use of blogs in a basic writing course. 

I will follow several specific steps for analyzing my data and describe these in detail in 

my methods section so as to ensure qualitative validity. First, I will organize and prepare the data 

by listing the results of the surveys and transcribing relevant information from the focus groups 

and interviews. By comparing survey answers from the traditional BW students and the web 

enhanced students, I may be able to determine whether or not students’ attitudes towards 

technology differ across courses or change over time. Reviewing data from the focus groups and 

interviews will help me gain a general sense of participants’ ideas, attitudes, and experiences. 

Third, I will begin coding the data. When coding, I will use emergent categories rather than 

prefigured (I will not code with predetermine categories in mind). I will then review the 

completed coding of all the data (surveys, focus groups and interviews, and student reflections) 

to determine what large themes have emerged and that can begin to answer my central research 

question. By coding multiple sources of data, I will be able to collect “multiple perspectives from 

individuals [that can then be] supported by diverse quotations and specific evidence” (Creswell, 
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2009, p. 189). This information will be useful when using grounded theory to make an 

interpretation of the data and presenting a preliminary theory for teaching digital literacy in the 

BW classroom.   

Significance 

As explained earlier in this proposal, BW faces three key challenges: protecting and 

enhancing its status within the university; determining how to use students’ voices in research; 

and redesigning a curriculum for a digital age. The results of this study may begin to address 

each challenge. First, if my study reveals that technology positively affects students’ BW 

classroom experiences, administrators and politicians may begin to see the BW course as 

valuable, challenging, and important learning space. Second, my study may eventually be viewed 

as a model for incorporating and highlighting students’ voices in research design. Finally, and 

most importantly, the results of this study will begin to address the digital literacy debate 

happening right now in the BW field. In March 2013, the Council on Basic Writing posted to its 

blog. In this blog post, “K.02: Revising the WPA Outcomes Statement for a Multimodal, 

Digitally Composed World,” J. Elizabeth Clark explores the idea of revising the WPA Outcomes 

Statement and how a new focus on technology—and subsequently digital literacy—might affect 

BW. Clark reports on concerns raised by the basic writing community, such as whether or not 

teaching digital literacy is central to teaching writing, that there is no common definition of 

digital literacy, and if digital literacy is best taught elsewhere during a students’ time in college. 

While important, these concerns come from teachers, not students. My study will bring student 

voices into the conversation and potentially help the BW field develop or revise curriculum, 

making it more effective and relevant and students more successful.  
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Additionally, a well-known fear of using technology with developmental writers exists in 

the composition field; yet, there is a call to determine how to fit digital literacy into BW. If I 

determine that the use of blogs enhances students’ experiences and development as writers in 

developmental writing courses, more writing instructors may be encouraged to use this or similar 

technology in the future. Doing so may aid students in working through developmental education 

at a faster pace while achieving the course learning objectives and performing comparably to 

their English 111 peers. Other benefits of this study might include improving retention rates of 

developmental writing students, creating a method or model for using blogs in these courses, and 

changing beliefs about technology use with developmental college students.   

A need to make students more successful in basic writing courses exists. Data from 

Achieving the Dream show that only “17 percent of students who enroll in a developmental 

reading and writing course receive a bachelor’s degree within eight years, compared to 58 

percent of students who take no developmental education courses” (VCCS “Focal Point”). In the 

Virginia Community College System, more specifically, only 39 percent of students successfully 

complete the developmental writing course, and those students who took developmental reading 

and writing courses graduate at lower rates than their college-ready peers (VCCS “Focal Point”). 

Technology alone cannot increase these numbers; however, researchers must continue to 

investigate ways to improve students’ attitudes toward developmental education, enrich their 

experiences in these courses, and improve retention. My study, I hope, will contribute knowledge 

to the BW discipline by prioritizing students’ voices and making space for those voices to 

dictate—or at least contribute to—our theories about teaching digital literacy in the BW course.  
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